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We are in the RED setting of the traffic light framework, which still allows us to have in-person
gatherings with some limits. Given the context of Omicron, however, we are having a mixture
of Zoom services and some in-person services on the Shabbats that Rabbi Dean is in town.

All in-person services are also available online for those people preferring not to attend in-
person services. The weekly email confirms each week whether the service is on Zoom or in-
person.

We continue to review our approach to Covid regularly and will keep you up to date with any
changes to our policy or planned event
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Coming up in March...
Friday 4th March combined Erev Shabbat service with Temple Sinai and Beth Shalom. Join us on
Zoom for a joyous joint Kabbalat Shabbat Service led by Rabbis Esther Jilovsky and Dean Shapiro with
the beautiful music and song of Sarah Livschitz, Leslie Goldberg and Tori Greene live from HUC
Jerusalem!

Saturday 5 March Beth Shalom Walking Group on Waiheke Island click here for further details.
Wednesday 16 March at 7pm We will be celebrating Purim on Zoom and it will be such a fun night. It
can’t be Purim without a Purim Spiel.   
Sunday 27 March – Beth Shalom AGM on Zoom at 4pm. Refer to the email sent to you on the
procedure and key dates for notices of motion and nominations to the Board.

--
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From the President
I know that anyone who knew Rabbi Dean from when he was here before will be as excited as I
am that he has returned to Beth Shalom as our Rabbi. And those of you who didn’t know Rabbi
Dean from before will discover why we’re excited to have him back with us. There are probably
very few congregations who have Rabbis return to them, so I think it’s a measure of our huge
regard for Rabbi Dean that we welcome him back, and a measure of us as a community that he
wanted to come back.

Welcome back Rabbi Dean! And Haim. And how wonderful to have Jacob, who I remember
taking first steps in the sanctuary, coming back as a young person. We are looking forward to
enjoying many simchas and yomtavim with you all. I have also seen the extra dimension that
Rabbi Dean has brought to services and events and know how much this will enrich us.

Almost as exciting as getting a Rabbi is having David Singer sorting our accounts and having
invoices and statements going out. David has also been working behind the scenes on creating
budgets and effective financial systems. We owe thanks to Shane Sampson for doing a lot of
sorting and introducing Xero, a cloud-based accounting system. and to Michelle Wise for
helping David with contacting members and tidying up our membership lists. And we owe a
huge debt of thanks to David for getting our invoicing and finances running smoothly.

I’d also like to thank Meir Alfassi. With Lenny Bloksberg’s help, he’s taken on the responsibility
of identifying maintenance tasks, getting Board approval, and overseeing work. We are already
seeing the fruit of this in the tidy up of the garden. Keep a look out for more cleaning and much
needed maintenance.

With a Rabbi in place and our finances in good shape, I feel that I will be stepping down as
President leaving Beth Shalom in an okay space.

I can only say “okay”, because we are heading into the AGM with no President, no Vice-
President, and a number of vacancies for Board members.

I am asking you – If you want to see Beth Shalom thrive, please put yourself forward for
nomination to the Board. We are going through an exciting time of growth and consolidation,
and we need good people to do the work and help guide us.

L’shalom, Olga



From Rabbi Dean
Dear Friends,

It is good to be back! I have so enjoyed seeing your smiling eyes at services and Sunday school, as
you’ve told me how thankful you are that I’ve returned to Beth Shalom. Some of you are new to me,
and you’ve shared kind stories about me you’ve heard from others. Others are friends of long
standing, and we’ve picked up our conversations without skipping a beat. At Shalom Court, seniors
exclaimed “my rabbi is here to visit me!” More than one teenager has informed me that we’ve met
before – that I officiated at their bris or welcoming ceremony. I’m touched beyond words, and
thankful to be here, too.

Welcoming people is paramount in Judaism. When we welcome newcomers, we emulate Abraham
and Sarah, whose tent was open on all sides, and who ran to wash and feed travelers, weary from
the road. Indeed, some say this is why Abraham was selected to begin our nation – because he
embodied the principle of hospitality/hachnasat orchim/ַהְכָנַסת אֹוְרִחים.

As Avot D’Rabbi Natan enjoins:

Let your house be open; let the poor be members of your household. Let a person’s house be
open to the north and to the south and to the east and to the west, even as Abraham’s house was,
for Abraham made four doors to his house, that the poor might not be troubled to go round the
house, but that each would find they faced a door as they approached . . . (7:17a)

I know what it’s like to be a traveler, a foreigner, a newcomer. I’ve been in transition for a year and a
half. After we decided Haim and Jacob would return to New Zealand, it became clear that my work
at a synagogue in Phoenix was no longer sustainable. Then my father’s health deteriorated. I flew to
these green and blue shores the day after we buried him, and entered MIQ and then lockdown
immediately upon arrival. Meanwhile, I was in conversation with Beth Shalom’s board about
returning here. So I’ve been living with a great many unknowns until very recently.

We all have.

As our city re-opens, as restaurants fill once again and friends come to visit, as we venture back to
synagogue and Jewish events, this is the perfect time to remind ourselves of hospitality/Hachnasat
Orchim.

First and foremost, Hachnasat Orchim asks us to support the needy. We donate to food pantries;
we bring over a little something to a neighbour we suspect is doing without.

As more of us return to synagogue, this is a good time to remind ourselves of synagogue etiquette:



Greet everyone kindly. If it’s someone you don’t recognize, introduce yourself. They may be new or
feel hesitant. A smile makes all the difference; for some people, an invitation to sit together can
feel like manna from heaven. For a number of reasons, some people prefer to keep their distance
from others. That’s OK too. There’s no offense meant.

There are no “Jewish faces” and it’s never OK to tell someone that they don’t “look Jewish.” It’s
better practice to allow someone to tell us whether they’re Jewish or not, rather than to inquire.
Does it really matter, anyway?

If you’re socialising after services, consider inviting someone you don’t know to join you at the café
or even at home. What a gracious gesture it would be to say “a few of us are heading to lunch soon.
Would you care to join us?” – and also a good way to make a new friend.

When someone arrives after a service has begun, show them what page number we’re on. There
are plenty of reasons people don’t arrive on time. The important thing is that they’re there with us.

Children are always welcome, even when they squirm. Even when they make noise. (Mine sure
did!) They are Jews having a Jewish experience, and we want them to feel loved and valued at
synagogue. Otherwise, how will they ever feel at home there?

We are told that all people are made b’tzelem Elohim/in God’s own image. When we meet
someone new, whether at synagogue or in our own homes, we can imagine we’re welcoming God
into our space. We treat them graciously, warmly, generously.

I am grateful to be welcomed back to Beth Shalom, and look forward to welcoming you back, too,
in the coming months.

 

Rabbi Dean Shapiro 

 



Consider joining the Board! 
My name is Michelle Szecket and I have the membership portfolio on the Board of Management. I also am
the liaison with Habonim Dror youth movement and the Ma’on and support the new Tiyul monthly walking
group. I moved here from Canada with my husband and two children 11 years ago, and we were
immediately embraced by Beth Shalom. My children went to Kadimah, had their Bnei Mitzvah and Bnei
Mishnah at Beth Shalom, and now are madrichim with Habo.

Although our Board meetings are long, they are only one evening a month, and we get to be involved in
all aspect of the governance and operations of the shul. This past 2-year term, we have successfully hired
a Rabbi, participated in a Vision project and a strategy retreat, considered joining the Jewish Community
Centre, tidied up our finances, started a youth member drive, and developed a Covid response to keep
our community safe.

If you are interested in joining the Board for this coming year, please reach out to myself
(wisemichelle@gmail.com) or any of us Board members and we can have a chat.

The deadline for nominations is Sunday 6 March and elections occur at the Annual General Meeting on

27 March. Details for both can be found in your emails from the Office.

mailto:wisemichelle@gmail.com


The Buzz ...
Beth Shalom Walking Group on Waiheke, Saturday 5 March, 9am at the ferry 

Hello all - the Sculpture on the Gulf outdoor sculpture exhibition and walk is starting next
weekend, so we have decided that our walk will follow the Sculpture path. We will still catch the
9am ferry on Saturday 5 March (meet at the city Ferry Terminal), and bus to the exhibition.  

At the end of the exhibition, we will go to Sally and
Hezy Natan’s place for refreshments as planned
(please bring something if you can), and then be
dropped back to the ferry. Timing to be confirmed. 
 
Walkers need to buy a ticket for the exhibition - if you
are coming from the city, you can buy a combined
ferry/bus/exhibition ticket at https://sotg.nz/ (note: if
you are coming from Waiheke or have a Gold ferry
pass and don’t want a ferry ticket, you can purchase a
bus and exhibition ticket only for $20 combined). 
 

RSVPs to tanyathomsonnz@gmail.com or the WhatsApp group (email me with your number if you
want to be added) are essential so we can organise transport to Sally’s. Looking forward to art and
exercise combined! 

PS the tickets are not date specific, so if we need to cancel you can use them at a later point. 
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Families lead our Zoom Services

On Shabbat 4/5 February we were treated to two family-led services. On the Friday night Desirée,
Terry and Eddie Gelbart led a beautiful erev Shabbat service followed by Rachel and Caleb
Zussman as a brother/sister duo on Shabbat Morning. It is indeed very special to have family-led
services.

 

While we miss the in-person contact, the Zoom services allow overseas families to join – in this case
Desirée’s brother joined in from South Africa and Rachel and Caleb’s grandparents joined in from
the UK. It also is great for our out-of-town members to be able to participate more than OneRoom
allows.

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Great Barrier Island members Ted and Anne Scott celebrated

their 50th wedding anniversary on 11 February



DISCO PURIM AT BETH SHALOM!



Ritcom Reports: Bat Mitzvah 100th
Anniversary
 

The Shabbat of 18/19 March is particularly significant as it marks the 100  anniversary of the first
American girl, Judith Kaplan, to have a Bat Mitzvah ceremony. Suddenly for the first time since that
historic occasion there has been a drive for much greater female participation in services,
particularly in the Reform/Progressive Movement. It started with that one Bat Mitzvah but soon
women began to expect and demand a much greater involvement in Jewish life, both in services
and in leadership roles.

The very first Bat Mitzvah that took place at Temple Shalom (that was our official name in those
days) was Bernice Brandes in1965. There had already been 6 Bar Mitzvah celebrations by then,
with Brian Fox being the very first student to become a Bar Mitzvah in1956. Brian Fox subsequently
went on to become Rabbi Brian Fox, the first New Zealander to be ordained as a Rabbi.

Since then, we have celebrated 100 B’Not Mitzvah. Mrs Kitty Glatt, wife of the early President John
Glatt, tutored the girls in the early days. Later Colleen Shafar, Norma Delgarno and, more recently,
Terry Gelbart tutored a number of girls, but the record goes to Chris Shiller who has tutored 52 girls
or women!

While we think of Bar and Bat Mitzvah being for 13 year olds, we have of course enjoyed a number
of adult Bar and Bat Mitzvah celebrations. In January 1993 Mandy Copeland z”l, Diana Hoskyns,
Naomi Johnson, Margaret Laurenson and Helen Levin became B’Not Mitzvah in what may have
been the first group adult B’Not Mitzvah at our shul. The group were tutored by Rabbi David
Goldberg. It even made the newspaper with a photo being printed in the Auckland Star.

Since then, there have been many more adult B’not Mitzvah: Catherine McCracken, Sandra van
Eden, Sarah Sinai, Sonja Rosen, Gail Haffern z”l, Desiree Gelbart, Lilach Cohen and Jessi Golding to
name the more recent ones.

On Saturday 19 March we will be celebrating the 100  anniversary of the Bat Mitzvah. Our Torah
that morning will be exclusively read by women of our community and the service will have a
woman focus.

We are also joining the UPJ in supporting the Bat Mitzvah Programme in Israel, see the separate
article, and hope that you will be moved to donate to the fund for this programme through Beth
Shalom so that our Israeli sisters and daughters will have the same opportunity to become Bat
Mitzvah.

Naomi Johnson

th
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Beth Shalom Supports the Bat Mitzvah
Programme in Israel 
On 19 March 2022 Beth Shalom will be celebrating the 100  Anniversary of the first American girl
to have a Bat Mitzvah. It was the Bat Mitzvah of Judith Kaplan in 1922.

All our Beth Shalom daughters have the opportunity to become Bat Mitzvah. We simply take this for
granted. Let’s now support the Bat Mitzvah Programme to see the same opportunities exist for our
fellow sisters and daughters in Israel. To show your support please donate through Beth Shalom.
Contact the office if you don’t have the bank account number, then please mark your donation as
“Bat Mitzvah”. Beth Shalom will forward on your behalf what we collect and will even top it up a
little.

For the first time, Progressive Jewish women across Australia and New Zealand are joining together
to donate to a unique project in support of our sisters and daughters in Israel. We believe girls
should have the same rights and opportunities as their brothers: to feel important; to feel they
matter.

A cornerstone of the Israel Movement for Progressive Judaism’s Bat Mitzvah program is participation
in a mother and daughter course. Together with a Rabbi, the program teaches Jewish education
and thought, prepares girls to read Torah, and explores the importance of the Jewish coming of
age.

It empowers young girls to develop their own Jewish identify, be inspired by Progressive values and
key female figures in Judaism, and fosters youth leadership. Girls are encouraged to use their
newly acquired skills through participation in local Tikkun Olam community projects. The annual
cost of this program in Israel is $100,000. It costs $300 to support one girl to complete her Bat
Mitzvah

Please give generously to this worthy programme. Our collection will close on 31 March 2022. 
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KABBALAT SHABBAT



Education: Sunday school without Walls

 

 

 

 

 

 

What has been happening in education?

Beth Shalom Experiential Learning aka Sunday school has decided to take things outside

We understand that learning can take place many places and Jewish Learning this term will be
flexible and will be primarily be taking place outdoors. Our home base will be Beth Shalom and it
will start every Sunday at 10am at Beth Shalom and run for 2 hours. 

We are planning to focus on themed Jewish activities. The first week we focused on Tu B’Shvat. We
planted a tree in our garden, harvested the grapes from our grape arbour and studied some
interesting text related to growth.

We also talked about our dreams and hopes for this year. Last week we made a journey to the
Auckland Botanical Gardens and learned all about sustainability, worm farms and insect recycling
and creation and our responsibility as guardians of the earth that God has given us. We smelled
the roses and the herbs and had some really nice tefillot with Rabbi Dean in the palm grove .



This week we will be having a Hebrew hike up the volcano behind Beth Shalom. It will teach us
practical Hebrew, following and finding things using Hebrew. It starts at 10am at Beth Shalom.

The following week we will be having a dress-up Purim play and they make mishaloach manot and
deliver the packages to our senior community members.

 Also, we will be having a Monday evening Zoom class for Hebrew service leading practice for our
pre-Bar and Bat Mitzvah students.

This Shabbat we had Shabbat Kat when there was no service in the shul so we had free and open
use of the hall for a very spread-out Shabbat Kat.  

 



The Torah tree with the multiplying mitzfot at the top by Noach and the woven flax mat with ribbon
and nature's seed pods woven through by Freya.

 

 

 



Introduction to Judaism also started two weeks ago and we have had some really fantastic classes.
It looks to be another stimulating and inspiring year.

March 18  on Friday night we will be having a special Kabbalat Shabbat. We are inviting all our
families and adults who want to come dressed in costume to come to services for a Purim Parade.
We will have a special mishloach manot for each of the kids with treats inside

POEM BY NEVIAH

Just like the wood that makes up the trunk of a tree,

these sticks do the same,

they symbolise thee. 

Just like the trees that flourish and grow, 

these leaves did the same and are now on show.

Not as colourful as Nature that fully surrounds, 

though shows us the beauty that grows from our grounds.
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A New Education Committee for Beth Shalom 

The legendary Jewish educator, Janusz Korczak*, taught us how to think about the place and
importance of education. “The one concerned with days,” said Korczak, “plants wheat; with years,
plants trees; with generations, educates people.” As parents, we care about our own tamariki’s
happiness and success both now and in the longer term, preparing them to be independent in
this world. We also care about the generations: that our children know who they are, understand
how to relate to their traditions and unique identity, and, one day, be able to pass Jewish
knowledge, wisdom, and values on to their own children, if they so choose. 

Because education is central to our community, the Board of Management, in its February meeting,
resolved to re-establish an active Education Committee. We are ready to take a fresh look at the
learning activities and trajectory we provide our youngsters.

The first task of the Committee will be to review our educational activities and resources and come
up with a clear vision and a new framework for the future, to be implemented starting 2023.

We are fortunate to be part of a community that already does a lot in Jewish education. We have a
dedicated and passionate educator, Debbie Miller, and now a Rabbi to guide and teach us. (My
daughters look forward to seeing Debbie every week and now are also asking: “Will Rabbi Dean be
there?”) We also have other invaluable resources in our community: teachers, therapists, Hebrew
speakers, and many passionate parents who are willing to contribute to the education of the next
generation. We have programmes for children of all ages, starting from Shabbat Kat for toddlers,
through the Sunday School and Bnei Mitzvah training, and all the way to a Bnei Mishnah
programme for our teenagers.

The role of the Education Committee will be to see what is working and what is not working and,
most importantly, what more can be done to provide our children with an education that would fit
the needs of our community and reflect our commitment to the sort of Jewish identity and Jewish
wisdom our children need for their future.

If you are a parent of children between 1 and 18, please reach out and share your views and needs
with us. If you are passionate about education and would like to discuss possibly joining the
Committee, we will be delighted to talk. You can contact us through office@bethshalom.org.nz.

Let’s chart a course for the next chapter in learning at Beth Shalom.

Arie Rosen, Beth Shalom Education Committee

“Who was Janusz Korczak? Janusz Korczak was a well-known Jewish-Polish doctor, author, and educator. Korczak ran a Jewish

orphanage in Warsaw from 1911 to 1942 and wrote prolifically on his experience with orphan children. Despite repeated offers

of sanctuary and safe passage, Korczak stayed with his children even as German authorities deported them to their deaths at

Treblinka in 1942.”]

 

mailto:office@bethshalom.org.nz


JCC Update 
It has been a long time since we’ve given you an update on the JCC and we apologise most sincerely
for this. It’s not that we’ve been keeping anything from you, it’s just that little progress has been made
over the last 6 months. Looking back on progress in the last year:

26 November 2020: A meeting was called between members of the Fisher family, AHC and Beth
Shalom working groups to discuss the vision of the Woolf Fisher Trusts and AHC leadership for the
Remuera site.

November 2020: Beth Shalom and AHC agree to advance a scenario whereby Beth Shalom would
acquire the freehold title for a portion of the broader campus (514A Remuera Road).

January 2021: The Beth Shalom and AHC working groups jointly develop and issue a statement to
their respective communities providing a brief update and statement of joint principles.

February 2021: The Beth Shalom Board seeks to establish working and sub-working groups, as set
out in the joint statement, to liaise with the AHC working group.

April 2021: Michael Stiassny (AHC) and David Kranz (Beth Shalom) met to facilitate the process. A
focus group of combined communities involving "younger members" (30-50year olds) as it was seen
that these members would be the key to a successful centre, was recommended from this meeting.

May 2021: David and Michael forwarded a background paper to participants of the focus group (see
below),

May 2021: Focus group meet with an independent facilitator. Very positive meeting with participants
contributing ideas and visions of an inclusive Auckland Jewish community.

June 2021: Agreed that steering group of each community meet to establish a process as a result of
the initial joint focus group.

June 2021: Agreed that a further discussion of those involved in the joint focus group would be a
good way forward involving the "younger families" of the community. This would be facilitated by the
participants of the group and independent of the steering groups.

It is fair to say that since June 2021 little has eventuated. Governance issues at AHC and lockdowns
seem to have stalled progress.

We are pleased to let you know that the Fisher family has agreed to host another meeting to try and
develop a mutually agreed way forward. Unfortunately, we are going to have to wait until the current
Omicron outbreak has subsided before going ahead with this meeting.

As we have said before, no decisions can or will be made without a majority consent from Beth
Shalom members. As soon as we have something to report on, we will let you know.

Also, as we’ve said before, this is a significant issue, so we need to investigate fully, to allow us to
make decisions based on good information.

From: David Kranz, Olga Bernstein and Ted Reis



Meg Dickson returns from Israel
Hello, my name is Meg Dickson and I’ve been graciously asked to write about the 2021-22 Shnat
Hachshara programme by Habonim Dror, I just returned home from!

I’m sure that I’m a familiar name to some, and I hope that my involvement in the community over the
years can attest to this. Similarly, I have been part of Habonim Dror Aotearoa New Zealand for many
of those years, and I consider the movement to be a very important part of me and my Jewish
identity. That’s why getting the opportunity to go on a last-minute Shnat programme in August last
year was automatically a yes for me, and I knew it would be a wonderful gap year experience.

For context, amongst various complications including a global pandemic, the normal framework of a
Shnat programme beginning in February and spanning for 10 months was unfortunately off the
table for those expecting to go. This is the reason that for Holly Leighton-McPhee and I, the Six-
month long alternative that was offered to us in June (merely two months before its expected
beginning) seemed like an obvious solution. Having to pack our lives away, quit jobs and university,
and saying our hasty goodbyes were minor inconveniences in the grand scheme of what we were
about to experience in the land of Israel, alongside Australians, British and North Americans our
age. Nerves and anxieties were certainly rampant during our departure from our families and lives
in New Zealand, but the excitement of a new Kvutza and lifestyle in Israel was very much strong as
well.

Our first three months were spent on a “movement Kibbutz” neighboring Tiberius, called Kibbutz
Ravid, owned by Ha’noar Ha’loved V’Halomed. The main reason for us being at this Kibbutz was to
work in the Mataim (orchards), the main source of income and export.

It began with mangoes and progressed to avocados, then olives. On odd days we did other
important maintenance jobs for the various fields owned by the kibbutz such as setting up
sprinkler systems and trimming branches off smaller trees. Work was twice a week beginning at
around 5:30-6am, and was difficult at times due to the nature of the labour and the hot Israeli sun
even at that time in the morning. However, was well worth it and it felt empowering to be involved
in this process.

The rest of ravid was enjoying the secluded kibbutz life (granted without a pool or kolbo) enjoying
each other's company, and learning through several daily programmes provided for us by our
madrichim. We had a seminar famously called “HHH sem” standing for Habo History and Hagshama
seminar (the order of the three H’s is debated) which taught the importance of Habo’s role in the
early Kibbutz movement, and the power of actualising our values. Additionally, we discussed the
ways we can carry out our hagshama in a modern and rapidly changing world, and what that means
for our Habonim Dror movements back at home and for generations to come. While on Ravid, we
stayed with international Kvutzot from North America and Britain who we normally wouldn’t share a
Shnat programme with, and to me this elevated the whole experience greatly as we learnt about
each other's movements and cultures from back home.



As our time at Ravid came to an end, us and the other Kvutzot moved on to the next month-long
section of our programme, Jerusalem. Education during this period was the main focus, and though
tiring at times, I found It incredibly valuable. We covered all sorts of topics, from Kashrut Laws, to
the Occupation and were lucky enough to have guest speakers from various organisations, such as
Women of the Wall, come and see us. During this time, we also had the Holocaust seminar, where
usually a Shnat programme would travel to Poland, which we unfortunately couldn’t due to Covid-
19. Aside from that, Holocaust seminar was still deeply moving and impactful for a group of Jewish
youth, and I’m glad we explored this vulnerable topic together. During our time in Jerusalem, we
did various Tzyurim to relevant locations, such as an impactful trip to East Jerusalem, which really
solidified the importance of the topics we were learning about and the discussions we were
having. We also experienced the chills of Winter, which was atmospheric and seemed fitting with
the sombre and serious nature of the topics we covered. (I should have packed thermals though!).

Then, it was time to say goodbye to the other international Kvutzot, as our final month was spent in
Rishon, for independent living. Unfortunately, this period was shorter for us than it is for most years,
yet we made the most of this time focusing on Kvutza and enjoying spending time together, which I
cannot express my gratitude for enough. During this time, we also split into various Messimah
groups, each helping at various Kenim in the area, though unfortunately due to Covid rates being
very high at this time my tzevet didn't get much time leading, we had a great time together and
memories I seriously cherish.

Overall, I came home with a new understanding of what I want to be doing with myself, both within
Habo and beyond. Hagshama is the actualisation of your values, and I aim to live more by the
values I appreciate, to feel like I'm making a difference in both HDANZ and my personal world. I
also left with some unbreakable bonds; a group of people I hope to remain close to for the rest of
my life (it sounds so corny but I really mean it!). And obviously, there is so much I couldn't sum up
in these few paragraphs, but will stay with me for the rest of my life.

 

 



Service leaders roster will be published progressively in the weekly
email newsletter.

Prayers for Healing Group
A group of Beth Shalom members has commenced, to think of and pray for individuals in our
community, who are in need of healing.

The idea is that this group is not an organised group or minyan. Simply, caring people who, when
made aware of the need, help healing with the power of prayer.

And that families in distress might receive comfort from the knowledge that this is taking place.

Caring for the unwell is part of being a community.

For those interested, I can supply articles: “The Jewish Way in Healing”, and some scientific research
on the positive power of prayer in healing.

If you wish to be part of this group or if you know of someone who is unwell that would appreciate
our prayers.
Please contact Leon Goldwater or Christine O’Brien at shul office
Leon: ldgoldwater@gmail.com 020 403 88054
Christine: office@bethshalom.org.nz 524 4139

--
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Help the Jews of Ukraine



Community Care ...
Hi Everyone, What a lovely start to 2022 to know we have at last have a Rabbi. I know it is part time,
but after years with no one, this is very welcome news, especially as it with someone we already
know and love. We extend a Big Welcome to him.

It is great for us here in Community Care to have someone who can help our congregation when in
need, for something we cannot help them with. Omicron is with us good and proper now, so the
timing is very good for members who have need of Rabbi Deans’ services. Having said that, please
remember we are constantly on call to give help to you all, but as I say each time, we have to know
about it, before we can do anything. 

If we, in Community Care, can help you in any way please let us know, and let us help. Below are
the ways we can help you, but if anyone has any ideas of what we could offer to do, but don’t, we
are very happy to hear your suggestions.

HOW CAN THE COMMUNITY CARE TEAM HELP?

As usual, we are here to help and support you. Please feel comfortable to ask us

After a fall or feeling unwell
Finding it a challenge to do things for yourself,
Need a helping hand short term,
Perhaps need to just talk to someone,
Need help with filling forms,
Need someone to be with you when visiting a doctor,
Or need support getting X-rays done.

We know some of these suggestions may not be possible at the moment, but we can still help you
put things into place, for when they are. Like always though, we need to know if you want help of
some kind before we can give it. Do you know of someone who is unwell, that would benefit from

a phone call? MOST important at this time. People on their own, even if they are well, can
feel very isolated during lockdown and a friendly voice can be very comforting, OR
a get-well card,
some flowers to cheer,
receive a frozen meal. Get a family member to call us if you cannot. 

INDEPENDENCE IS WONDERFUL

Consider how a helping hand can support you in achieving this.

Especially when it is offered willingly by members of our team.



We also want to know and share your good things, so tell us if there is a special Anniversary,

or a new baby, or any other happy event on the horizon.

 

Please, continue to take care and stay safe.

Cheers, Lita (Chairperson) and the Community Care Team.

 

Contact:

Chris Shiller 021 177 4934 shiller@orcon.net.nz 

Lita Summerfield 021 297 9462 (TEXT ONLY) or email: serendipitylns40@gmail.com

Lorna Orbell 022 026 2897chaim@slingshot.co.nz

 

Left to right,
Ora Lefebvre.
Chris Shiller,
Barbara
Sandler, Lita
Summerfield,
Sandra van
Eden, Bill
Merrill, Lorna
Orbell and
Sandra
Brickman.

L E T        U S        K N O W  
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Burial & Benevolent Society:  AGM

The B&B are preparing for our Annual General Meeting on Thursday April 7, 7:30-9pm.

This year we will be holding the meeting on Zoom. Please accept this as an initial invitation to attend
and mark it in your diary. Zoom links and reminders will be sent closer to the day.

We will be proposing at the AGM that Arthur Berman be accepted as an honorary life member of the
B&B for his many years of lay service to the committee and community.

The business meeting will be followed by an opportunity to join a study and discussion session. More
details to come!

We would like to take this opportunity to thank Viv Josephs for her work on the committee. Viv will
not be standing at the next AGM. This means that we have an opening [or two] for those interested in
serving on the B&B committee. I am only too happy to discuss the kind of time commitment and
potential portfolio of work. We look forward to receiving your nomination.

This is also a good time to remind you to ensure your B&B membership is up to date for the 2022
year. The membership fees are invoiced separately to Beth Shalom because membership is discreet
from Beth Shalom membership. If you have any questions about your current membership status,
please initially call Christine at the office or you can talk to me, Sue Pezaro [secretary] or incoming
treasurer Jack Wilton [to be confirmed at the upcoming AGM]. Paying your membership fees means
that you are immediately supporting the committee’s work in being able to provide assistance to
those in need through tzedakah. Of course, it also means you have our unquestioned support on
ritual and services related to a death, burial, shiva and stone settings.

There is a cost incurred to those who are not members and wish to engage in our services. Please
ensure you maintain your membership payments or talk to us if you require payment relief this year.

Funeral-related costs seem to rise exponentially each year. We want you to know that if you have
funeral plans for burial in any of the plot types at the Progressive section of Waikumete that you can
pre-purchase these plots in advance. Again, we are happy to discuss options.

This month of March is likely to be a more difficult month as the Omicron variant spreads widely in
the community. Please take great care of yourselves and of those around you by being vigilant with
mask wearing and following the public health recommendations. If you find you require additional
support, if you are required to isolate, or you become unwell please reach out to Community Care or
directly to the B&B for assistance.

We wish all those who lost loved ones in the last month a long life – The Reynolds Family, Besser
Family, Rothman-Berman Family and the family of an overseas member Bette Thompson – may their
memories be for a blessing.

Sue Berman - President 022 051 3589

Email:ajbbs@bethshalom.org.nz

https://yourlink.here/

